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MINUTES (approved on 7 June 2022) 
 

Attendance: 
 

Standards Committee 
(Bold = committee members) 
 

James Brown (Chair), Jacqui Cameron, Tim Felton, Ann New, Stuart 
Parkes (Head Teacher), Michaela Purser, Alison Rennie, Mark 
Redfern 

Staff / others: Pete Pease 
Apologies: Kevin Gristock, Davina Obstancias, Martin Wright 
Absent:  
Quorate: 3 governors + Head Teacher 
Recorded: Yes (file to be deleted when minutes approved) 

 

 Item Action 

1.  Welcome, apologies and declarations of any pecuniary interests 

The Chair welcomed the new governors, Alison Rennie and Mark Redfern, to the meeting. 

Apologies were accepted as above. 

There were no declarations of pecuniary interests. 

 

2.  Appointment of Vice Chair of Standards Committee 

Jacqui Cameron was appointed Vice Chair. 

 

3.  Notification of urgent Any Other Business – to be discussed under item 8 

None 

 

4.  Minutes from Standards Committee 6 June 2021 / Minutes from FGB/Standards on 5 October 
2021 

Note: these minutes were approved at previous meetings and were included in the meeting 
documentation for information only. 

 

5.  Matters arising from last minutes 

Instead of Link Governors for subjects, it was agreed Governors’ time and skills could be aligned 
with the Ofsted model i.e. meeting Learning Leaders (at subject review meetings in October), 
visiting lessons and talking to students (GIVE Day) and challenging where teaching and learning do 
not appear to line up with discussions at governor meetings. 

It was agreed that this would be put in place for the 2022/2023 academic year, when it is 
anticipated the school and examinations will have returned to their pre-COVID structure.  The 
Chair said it was important to keep the momentum going on this and proposed at the next 
Standards Committee to finalise next steps.   *** ACTION *** 

Q – Would a link governor be involved in changes to the curriculum and guidance from the DofE? 

A – The HT responded that he anticipated the role would involve a focus more on initiatives 
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supporting the curriculum e.g. developing revision skills, key areas for different year groups. 

. 

6.  Presentations  

6.1.  Review of / feedback from Subject Review Meetings in November 2021 

PP and SP have now met with the majority of Learning Leader to go through issues raised at the 
Subject Review Meetings and their on-going plans. 

SP/PP 

6.2.  Year 11 Data / GCSEs – Summer 2022 

PP updated governors on the current situation. If GCSEs are cancelled, contingency plans for 
Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) are in place.  Three periods of mock exams have been 
incorporated into the school year, in line with guidance.  The first one together with study leave 
took place in December and all students sat the same subject exam at the same time under normal 
exam conditions.  All access arrangements were provided and an after school revision plan led into 
the mocks and was very well attended.  The remaining mocks at the end of March and in May will 
ensure all students have completed a full set of papers and the school will be in a good position to 
provide evidence for strong results if TAGs are required.  Students are also well prepared in the 
eventuality that exams do go ahead. 

Q – Will the next two mock periods also incorporate study leave weeks? 

A – PP responded this has still to be finalised, but in all likelihood – yes, as it is otherwise impossible 
to timetable if all students are required to sit exams simultaneously.  It is recognised that some 
curriculum time is lost but pulling students out of classes for exams also negates quality curriculum 
time.  

Q - One governor remarked the potential loss due to study leave equates approximately to time lost 
for summer exams and therefore is it a question of rebalancing curriculum time or finding 
additional hours in the day to make up any difference? 

A – PP responded most courses are now finished as shorter due to COVID adaptations, so the 
majority of subjects are now in the revision phase, with some of this being done independently at 
home.  Therefore, mock exams represent effective revision and learning. 

Q – Is there an identified group who might benefit from studying in school rather than home? 

A – TC, AG and HR ensure provision is in in place to support vulnerable students.  Facilities are 
made available for other students who prefer to come into school to study (the LRC and IT suites), 
but there is no additional teaching support over and above the revision structure already in place, 
which is for all students. 

Q – When will the school be informed if exams will be taking place in Summer 2022? 

A – To date there has been no commitment to inform schools of any decisions by a certain date. 

Whatever the outcome, governors commended the school for providing valuable experience of 
written examinations, which will benefit them in future years. 

Headlines 

 

The current predicted Attainment 8 figure (sum of a student’s top 10 grades and then averaged 
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across the year group) for this year’s cohort is comparable with the 2018-19 cohort (the last cohort 
to sit actual GCSE examinations). Teachers will be cautious at this point in time and the final figure 
is expected to be a little higher.  In 2020 and 2021 the grades awarded were higher, but this is to 
be expected with assessed grades. 

Progress figures have been omitted as there is increasingly little valid base data. 

Expectations for grade thresholds were presented and again are in line with 2019. 

Q – The percentage in the line “Both En/Ma 4+” decreased between Year 10  and 11. Why? 

A – PP explained the English grade did not include Literature in Y10 and this has now been 
incorporated.  PP confident the level will return as year progresses. 

SP commented that the LLP visit next month will incorporate visits to English lessons to review 
progress, to observe the curriculum changes in place and to feedback to the LL and DoL. 

PP presented the sub group statistics.  The gap between boys and girls has increased, which may 
be a result of lockdown.  Statistics have shown that nationally gaps in all subgroups have widened. 

Following the mocks Double and Triple sciences predictions improved significantly. 

Maths is slightly lower than 2019 actual results – but typical for this point in the year and 
additional support is in place where required.  

PP presented a table of all subjects comparing targets (upper and lower) against grades attained in 
Y10 and Y11 exams.  The table shows where the overall results are expected to be above target, 
between the set minimum and upper targets, and below target.  Overall it is a positive picture and 
PP and SP are meeting with learning leaders to discuss concerns, mock results, preparation for 
TAGs, schemes of work and where the SLT can support them best.  Some subjects were more 
effected by lockdowns – e.g. textiles, photography and dance as unable to fulfil practical elements 
of the course.  But it is recognised these students should not be unfairly disadvantaged and grades 
will be adjusted. 

Q – Will colleges recognise that COVID has had a detrimental effect on students taking vocational 
subjects?  Should students be given additional teaching outside of school hours? 

A – The school has put in place interventions and if necessary will allocate extra time to these 
subjects.  It is also anticipated that colleges will be more generous and liaise with the schools. 

Attendance for staff and students is lower than normal, which has presented challenges across the 
school. 

Q – How are the staff coping with the pressure of preparing for both exams and TAGs?  

A- Staff absences are generally due to COVID or family related COVID issues and not stress. Staff 
are supported well and remain positive and motivated. The SLT acknowledges and recognises the 
effort and commitment made by staff and aims to thank them with meaningful events and help, 
plus being mindful of individual circumstances.  SP suggested the GIVE day would give an 
opportunity to governors to get a feel for how staff feel and how the SLT are supporting them. 

The Government provided funding for extra tuition, but in reality there are not enough tutors 
available to make the scheme a viable success.  Extra tuition has been provided by Brookfield staff 
when required. 

SEN and disadvantaged students have remained a focus throughout, with Learning Leaders 
implementing bespoke strategies and timetables to enable these students to do well. 

Governors thanked the school and for all the amazing hard work that teachers do to ensure each 
child is able to fulfil their potential and achieve their deserved grades and be prepared for exams 
or TAGs. 
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6.3.  Curriculum model for September 2022 

The only change is the addition of a dedicated one hour per fortnight PSHE lesson in years 10 and 
year 11.  This enables year groups to discuss certain issues which could be limited by the presence 
of either younger or older year groups, if taught in vertical tutor groups. 

The school proposes to use one hour from maths in year 10 and science in Year 11.  The school has 
looked in depth at other options but feels that an hour less in these subjects due to the ways the 
courses are structured, will not negatively impact students but instead will allow valuable input 
into their wellbeing. 

Governors challenged the choice of maths and science and asked how the success of this proposal 
can be measured.  The school responded data is a key indicator for results, but recognising also 
that the benefit of those topics covered in PHSE will not be evident in the short term but it is 
hoped will make a difference to students in their development and life choices. 

Governors thanked the school for presenting the arguments for the change and how it will be 
implemented.  Governors expressed their support and approved the proposed changes. 

PP 

7.  Reports and updates (Standing items)  

7.1.  COVID update (added to all agendas) 

A letter has gone out to parents with details of remote learning for some year groups due to 
COVID related staff absences. 

SP reported COVID has also impacted personal circumstance of families, e.g. related delays to 
other on-going situations. 

Looking forward, it is hoped that the situation will improve and a sense of normality will return. 

SP/PP 

8.  Any other Business 

None 

Chair 

9.  Date of Next Meeting: 7 June 2022  

 
Outstanding Actions / matters arising from the meeting  

Meeting date 
/ item 

Action By whom Target date Status 

2020-02-04/12 
2020-06-02/09 
2021-06-06/03 
2022-01-25/05 

Instead of Link Governors for subjects, it was agreed 
Governors’ time and skills could be aligned with the Ofsted 
model i.e. meeting Learning Leaders (at subject review 
meetings in October), visiting lessons and talking to 
students (GIVE Day) and challenging where it does not 
appear to line up with discussions at governor meetings. 

It was agreed that this would be put in place for 2022/2023 
academic year, when it is anticipated the school and 
examinations will have returned to its pre-COVID structure.  
To finalised at the next Standards Committee meeting.   
*** ACTION *** 

JB/ALL 2022-06 On-going 

 


